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 If you still have any problem. Please do comment on this article in your video. There are 4 factions of fighters to choose from,
each faction can equip 4 fighter types. However, there are also other different types of sub weapons, each of which is effective
for different types of fighters. There are also different power-ups which help you to gain advantages in battle. This game is very
easy to play. The series takes place in the former Republic of Americas (no more 3 faction system for this game), the Republic

of America, similar to the one that was torn apart by the civil war is ruled by the UCC (United Confederate Congress).
Characteristic Description of the series The game features: Four main faction battle. 70 different weapons Battle in 25 different
worlds. 5 difficulty settings. The game can be played with both keyboard and mouse. You have to earn $ coins to buy in-game
items. The game is single player, but multiplayer is also possible. There are some achievements in the game. Controls of the
game You have to use arrow keys to move and spacebar to jump. You can buy new weapons with the $ coins, which you can
earn through the gameplay or via real money. Character Description of the Characters The four characters in the game are as
follows: Koenma Gundam A New Generation Up-armored version of the Jaeger Gundam. After one of the members of the

Jaeger Gundam, Kyaija Gundam, was destroyed, the Red-armored pilot was ordered to develop a new model. Hakone Gundam
An up-armored version of the Hakone-type Zeta Gundam with power beams on its shoulders. Gundam Z's Cross Gundam Up-
armored version of the prototype Zeta Gundam. Super Combo Redrawn Version Of Himself This is the custom version of the

main character, Kento. There are only some differences between this version and the real Kento. Character Screen The
character screen consists of the following: Name: The name of the character. Gender: Male/Female. Age: The age of the

character. Physical stats: The physical stats of the character. Weapons: The character's current weapons. Backstory: A brief
backstory of the character. Character 82157476af
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